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년 월 일 1945 8 15
한국 해방  !

월 일 9 8
해방의 용사들은 서울을 찾았다. 
서울은 깊은 잠에서 깨어났다. 

그러나 
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소련군이 진주한 이북에서는38 .……

해방의 기쁨이 가라앉기도 전에

진주군의 살인과 약탈 강간과 적색 테러가 , 
끊임없이 일어나 시민의 간담을 서늘케 했다. 
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Abstract

A study on the Representational Style 

of Oh Young-Jin’s Scenarios 

Lee Jun Hee

Department of Korean Language and Literature

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

  This research aims to demonstrate the pioneering attributes of the representational 
style of Oh Young-Jin(1916-1974)’s scenarios and the impacts that they had on the 
early Korean film industry since the 1950s through examining their characteristics 
and transformation factors.
  In the Korean film industry during the mid to late 1950s, film production was 
enjoying an unparalleled state of prosperity. Unlike the external appearance of 
success, the quality of film remained stationary during the blatant commercialization 
trend. As ‘story-centered scenarios’ consisting of stimulating and suggestive settings 
or situations were mass-produced for the sake of arousing the public’s peripheral 
interest, this proved to be an obstacle to further the development of qualitative 
growth of the Korean film industry. Oh Young-Jin realized the gravity of the 
situation and set forth in exploring new possibilities of the Korean film industry 
through creating scenarios based on various representational style of film art.
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  Oh Young-Jin realized that the Korean film industry in the postwar 1950s, with 
its technology falling behind and inadequate equipment, would not be able to 
compete with America films falling behind that dominated the Korean film market 
since the liberation period. He believed that only through the qualitative growth of 
scenarios would there be a feasible solution. Oh Young-Jin implemented the 
Classical Hollywood style in his scenarios, which was the standard for the world 
film industry at the time. The Japanese scenarios,  < > and <

> that were released before the liberation period, were adapted into Korean 
scenarios <Exorcism of Bae-Baeng-Yi> and <A Happy Day of Jinsa Maeng(The 
Wedding day)> during the mid 1950s. In the process, various scenes were added, 
deleted and changed to reinforce the ‘causal probability’ and continuity. To naturally 
and seamlessly connect the segmented scenes, cinematic techniques such as 
off-screen sound, panning shot and cross-cutting were used.
  Oh Young-Jin’s play <Living Lee Joong-Saeng His Majesty> that was adapted to 
the scenario <The Seizure of Life> devotedly follows the Classical Hollywood style. 
Oh Young-Jin’s use of omniscient narration, linkage montage and collision montage 
which revealed the ‘hidden internal relationship’ allows for ‘meaningful continuity’ 
between individual scenes. Lee Joong-Saeng’s house, which was presented as a 
fixed stage in the play, is divided into separate spaces in the scenario. To logically 
connect each scene in the play, cinematic techniques were employed. 
‘Hanok’(traditional Korean-style house), with its characteristics as a half-open and 
half-closed structure, provided an opportunity to connect scenes with off-screen 
sound and to follow the gaze of the characters. The repetitive juxtaposition of 
point-of-view shots and reaction shots is used as an apparatus for the audience to 
identify themselves with the characters’ emotions, and this aids the ‘unquestioning 
and complete understanding’ of the character’s personality, inner motives and the 
events that unfold during the play.
  As mentioned, Oh Young-Jin’s adaptation of the Classical Hollywood style 
through complete awareness led him to overcome the formality fallbacks including 
story structure without causality and a reversal lacking a motive, which plagued 
Korean scenarios from the Japanese colonial era to the 1950s. The adaptation of 
early scenarios with a cinematographic representational style exemplifies the attempt 
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to break away from the ‘story-centered scenarios’ of the 1950s that were abundant 
with episodes without a sincere consideration of the dramatic composition and 
expression techniques and filled with stimulating events to maximize their artificial 
effects. Oh Young-Jin welcomed the advantages of Hollywood films, in particular 
the formalities and technological skills that had on popular art. However, he was 
cautious in accepting American film production practices focused on commercialism. 
Afterwards, Oh Young-Jin’s representational style of scenarios gradually deviate 
from the Classical Hollywood style.
  The post-war Korean society internally faced various societal problems including 
unemployment, poverty, topsy-turvy values and externally from the tension arising 
from the cold war between the United States of America and the Soviet Union. 
However, the Korean film industry intentionally shied away from the aforementioned 
problems and tear-jerking melodramas, slapstick comedies and movies were pushed 
to the mainstream. Aware of the importance of films that could influence a 
country’s identity and the minds of its citizens, Oh-Young Jin focused on producing 
a film representing the ‘Korean realism’ to make known Korea’s political and 
societal reality, as he felt the need to point out the escapism tendency of the 
Korean film industry. The transformation of works paved way for a creation of 
scenarios based on documentary format with various cinematographic techniques. In 
<The sound of bell in the early morning>, Oh Young-Jin utilized visual aids 
including sub-titles and actual recorded footages to evoke historical realities during 
the severe political confrontation. By doing so, he attempted to instill the dangers 
of communism that was threatening the South’s democracy system. In the scenario 
<The sky is my roof>, Oh Young-Jin reinforced the play’s reality by replicating the 
miserable lives of war orphans through designating the streets and back alleys of 
Seoul as the background of post-war 1950s. In the description of stage directions, 
camera work included long shot, deep focus and long take considering the ‘screen 
image’, which was an introduction of decoupage.  Also, an editing method in 
observance of space-time integration of sound movies makes active and cognitive 
participation from the audience possible. As such, by implementing documentary 
methods to dramatic films, Oh Young-Jin’s attempt to produce a ‘Korean Realism’ 
film reflecting the Korean political and social reality of the time is especially 
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significant as it sought to search for a cinematographic style to express a spirit that 
went beyond mere acceptance of the aesthetics of Italian Neo-realism as that of the 
Korean film critiques in the mid-to late 1950s. The documentary techniques used in 
the scenario were not confined to a particular subject, topic, idea or world view 
that the writer would like to convey to the audience. The overall composing 
principle works to cover all formal and technical aspects including setting and event 
composition in a scene, filming method and framing.
  Oh Young-Jin’s attempt to explore the possibilities of the ‘Korean’ modern 
cinema in an alternate formality that deviates from the Classical Hollywood style is 
meshed with the desire on aesthetic modernization of the Korean film industry 
personnel coming from the growth of the Korean film industry in the 1960s and 
the formation of discourse on art film based on such growths. In Oh Young-Jin’s 
scenario <A Dream>, in order to express the protagonist Cho Shin’s subjective and 
inner feelings, many techniques are used. These techniques include collision montage 
and the juxtaposition of voice-over narration and visual images that use the long 
take technique. These were used to create a new scenario deviating from the 
classical narrative based on causality. However, as such, the formality experiment 
was a very early attempt in the 1960s Korean film industry where production of 
realist films was already challenging. Finally, the film could be made in 1967. In 
mid-to late 1960s, art films which were called ‘literary films’ started to emerge. 
Yet, ‘literary films’ produced in this period imitated the techniques of European 
modernism films and had limits in that they lacked in formality or tended to lean 
towards formal experiment. Oh Young-Jin felt the aesthetic limitations of these 
‘literary films’. In order to overcome these limitations, he, in <The Ascension of 
Han-ne>, expressed Korean traditional subjects such as  traditional rituals of villages 
and Korean mask dance along with ‘Han’, the Korean aesthetic consciousness, and 
world view of Buddhist transmigration in the contemporary film style. The 
combination of Korean themes and the attempt to dissolve the causal temporality of 
classical narratives through the introduction of flashback scene, overlapping of 
before and after period in the play and circular loop structure, was an experiment 
achieved by modern films, which was able to overcome the aesthetic limitations of 
the  ‘literary films’ of the mid-to late 1960s. Particularly, the sensual dissonance 
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experience, that is ‘the hybrid of time’, in which past events continuously trespass 
on current events, enables the “seeing double” of dramatic layers. This gives space 
from the represented object to enable “sensitive aesthetic insight.” Temporal 
ambiguity and uncertainty, which is intentionally designated by the writer, creates 
cognitive confusion for the audience. However, the audience is paradoxically able to 
construct a meaning by themselves through active exploration of the causal 
relationship of events.
  As it has been explored, Oh Young-Jin overcame the inadequate Korean film 
industry in industrial and technical aspects and attempted to advance the quality of 
Korean films through creating scenarios of various forms. His attempt to introduce 
grammar of film in the Classical Hollywood style during the process of adaptation 
in the early scenario works was to overcome the ‘story-centered scenarios’, which 
plagued the Korean film industry since the Japanese colonial period. The creation of 
scenarios of the ‘Korean Realism’ style, which used documentary techniques, and 
‘Korean Modernism’ style which combined Korean subjects and avant-garde 
formality experiment, was an attempt to explore new possibilities of contemporary 
Korean films by deviating from the typical Classical Hollywood style. Oh 
Young-Jin’s journey of creation, which proposed a role model of Korean scenario 
art based on various cinematography worldwide, is significant due to his 
contribution of authentic qualitative growth of the early Korean film industry that 
remained focused only on external growth.
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